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Re-0s ISOTOPE STUDY OF IRON METEORITES USING NEGATIVE THERMAL 
ION MASS SPECTROMETRY. R. A. Creaser, D. A. Papanastassiou, G. J. Wasserburg. The 
Lunatic Asylum, Div. Geol. & Planet. Sci., Caltech 170-25, Pasadena CA 91 125. 

The high efficiency, precision and sensitivity of Negative Thermal Ion Mass Spectrometry for 
Re and 0 s  isotopic analysis [1,2,3] now permits the 187~e-1870s  isotope system to be widely 
utilized in cosmochemistry and geochemistry. The Re-0s isotope system is the only radiogenic 
isotope system capable of dlrectly dating metallic material from planetesimals to assess the timing of 
Fe-Ni segregation and planetary core formation in the early solar system [4,5,6]; relative 
chronologies may be established from Pd-Ag studies for objects formed early in solar system 
history [7]. In particular, we are working toward the generation of high precision whole rock and 
internal Re-0s isochrons for iron meteorites. We are firstly investigating the Re-0s systematics of 
little-shocked and non-metamorphosed iron meteorite groups that are interpreted as being magmatic 
in origin on the basis of geochemical relationships [8]. 0 s  isotope analyses are presented for the 
IIA iron meteorites Bennett County, Coahuila and Tocopilla. We also present limited 0 s  isotopic 
data for Cape York (Agpalilik, IIIA),Tlacotepec (IVB) and Canyon Diablo (IA). 

The high sensitivity of NTIMS means that isotopic analyses of small samples of iron meteorite is 
now feasible. Specifically, Re/Os variations within small samples of Fe-Ni metal and between 
metal and-sulfide phases should be detectable for individual meteorites. For this purpose, we have 
developed a miniaturized chemical separation system for the clean and rapid processing of small 
samples. Fe-Ni metal (5-75mg) is dissolved, together with a mixed 185~e-1900s uacer solution, in 
1-2 ml of non-oxidizing acid, followed by pre-concentration of Os, Re and other PGEs from Fe 
and Ni. 0 s  is then separated by small-volume(-3ml) liquid-liquid extraction and Re recovered by 
small-scale anion exchange chromatography. At present, blank levels for 0 s  are about 5pg. We 
find that 0 s  chemically separated from iron meteorites can be analyzed with similar ionization 
efficiency to that reported from standards, and at present, the 1870s abundance can be determined 
to + 0.9 - 0.4%0(2omean) from 10-15 ng 0 s  with a Faraday collector. For Re, we are limited at 
present in the analysis of small samples by the Re blank from the filament materials used. We are 
currently addressing this problem and anticipate the presentation of Re isotope data at the meeting. 

For precise isochron studies, careful consideration of the processes of isotopic equilibration 
between sample and tracer is required for Os, which has multiple oxidation states and a complex 
solution chemistry. This concern extends both to spike calibration and to sample dissolution and 

isotope dilution. For Os, the '900s spike ( 0 s  as OSC~;-) was calibrated against a standard solution 

prepared from (NHq)2OsC16 salt which is assumed to be stoichiometric. At present, based on 
reproducibility, the concentration of the 0 s  spike is known to better than + 3%0. However, we have 
found small differences in the calibration of the 0 s  spike depending upon the methods of chemical 
treatment of the spike-standard mixtures. In particular, small systematic differences (-2760) appear 
when sample-normal mixtures are converted to different chemical forms prior to mass spectrometric 
analysis. These observations indicate a lack of complete isotopic equilibrium between physically 
mixed spike and standard solutions in their present form. These small effects may not have been 
resolvable with previous analytical techniques. Work is continuing in the study of isotopic 
equilibration for 0 s  both in spike calibration and sample dissolution for the purpose of taking full 
advantage of the precision of NTIMS isotopic ratios. For Re, the 1 8 5 ~ e  spike was calibrated 
against gravimetrically prepared Re standard solutions made from Re metal. In both solutions, Re 

is present as ReOi. Very good agreement was obtained between replicate analyses and between 

gravimetry and calibration (<1%0). We report 1870s abundance relative to l880s, as l860s is a 
minor isotope subject to isobaric interference from 1 8 6 ~  and in some cases is of variable 
abundance because of 190pt decay [9]. Of the remaining 0 s  isotopes, 1840s (-0.02%) is not 
measured, 1880s and 1920s are used for fractionation correction, and 1900s is the spike isotope. 
This leaves 1890~ as an invariant isotope to monitor reproducibility of the NTIMS technique. All 
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1890s/1880s ratios so far measured from iron meteorites are within assigned experimental 
uncertainty of that determined for our 0 s  standard, indicating reliable mass spectrometric 
procedure. 

Our Re-0s results so far with the NTIMS method show good agreement with previous studies 
[5,6,8,10], but with a substantial improvement in precision for both 1870s abundances and 0 s  
concentrations. The data are shown in Table 1; we have also provided a guide comparison with 
previous data. A preliminary NTIMS Re concentration for Tocopilla (224 ng/g Re) agrees well with 
previous determinations [5,6,8]; this analysis point falls within 1% of a previously determined 
IIAB iron meteorite Re-0s regression line [6]. The IIA iron meteorites Bennett County, Coahuila 
and Tocopilla span a range of -30 % in 1870s/1880s; we have determined the l870s abundance in 
these samples to better than + 0.9%0.These data would in principle permit a determination of 
isochrons for the iron meteorites with a precision of i 20-40 Ma at -4.5AE. Alternatively, we 
would be able to identify very small deviations from an isochron due to disturbed systematics in 
general. We anticipate an investigation of meteorites which have been shown to be disturbed based 
on Pd-Ag and petrologic studies [7,11]. 
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Table 1 0 s  Isotopic Data and 0 s  Abundances from Iron Meteorites 

0 s  PPm 1870~/1880~ 1890~/1880~ 1860~/1880~ 
IIA Bennett County 59.6 k 0.1 0.12503 + 5 1.21964k22 0.11989+6 

Literaiure 57.416/, 59181, 581101 0.126 _+ 1161 

IIA Coahuila 9.87 rt 0.02 0.14158 k 7 1.21930k55 0.1210* 
Liierature 1 0 . 5 / ~ l , 9 . 8 / ~ / ,  11 .6181 0.142 5 lI51, 0.144 _+ 216/ 

IIA Tocopilla 1.062 + 0.002 0.16913 + 15 1.21974 i 7 0.1208' 
Liierature 1 . 0 6 / ~ / ,  I . o Y / ~ / ,  1.141~1 0.1684 _+ 7/5] ,  0.167 _+2161 

IIIA Cape York 
Liierature 

IA Canyon Diablo - 0.13464 + 11 
Literature 0.1337 _+4151, 0.130 _+l[13], 0.13508 _+ 11[14] 

IYB Tlacotepec 0.12068 i 8 
Literature 0.1 175 f 5151 

Osmium standard (NH4)20sC16 0.1491 1 i 3 1.21967 k 6 0.11995 i 3 
..................................................................................................................... 

* Interference from 186~160; present. Literature values in italics. 
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